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WHEN LAUNDRY CARE AND BEAUTY CARE MERGE INTO ONE  
How beauty codes are being used in laundry care?

The highly competitive laundry 
care  market is awash with  
innovations.
Wi th  women as  the  ma in 
consumers, brands endeavour 
to attract their attention with 
more original, female-oriented 
products. 
Some brands understand that a 
beauty approach is a good way 
to engage the female buyer.
A great mix of beauty, care, 
quality and performance.

• What about presenting laundry products in the same way as beauty 
products ? Samples in fashion magazines, in-store?
• How do we create a buzz? Limited editions? Co-creation with cosmetics
brands?
• How do we extend our market to reach di� erent audiences: men, children?
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L'EAUNDRY 
Created in Germany, this luxury laundry detergent treats 
clothes with love. The brand mission is to treat our second 
skin (clothing) like real skin, using targeted cosmetic 
products. Just like fragrance and skin care products, 
l'Eaundry di� erentiates itself with its unique format and 
fragrance, and is suitable for both men and women.

VERVE
Discovered in the UK, Verve is a new 
anti-ageing kit for clothes. Inspired by 
the Fashion Industry, the new cleanse, 
condition, refresh routine is closer to that 
of skin care than laundry. The products 
come in a gorgeous box, similar to those 
used by Birchbox or GlossyBox, when 
o� ering samples of cosmetic products.

VERNEL Suprême 
Inspired by French luxury 
fragrances, Vernel fabric 
softeners, specialising in fresh 
scents, has launched its new 
Suprême range in Italy, with 
smoothing elements to o� er 
a high quality, sensory laundry 
experience. The delicate, 
ultra feminine packaging is a 
game-changer for softeners, 
with beauty and garment care 
being the precious benefi ts
and bywords for the range.




